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Travels.
1. Amundsen, Roald. **THE SOUTH POLE.** An Account of the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the “Fram”, 1910-1912. Translated from the Norwegian by A. G. Chater. 2 vols. in 1, Facsimile Edition; pp. [iv], xxxvi, 392; x, 458(last 9 blank); 6 maps (including 1 folding), 100 plates, folding diagram of the “Fram”, several text figures; appendices, index; original blue papered boards, spine gilt; endpapers foxed; otherwise a fine copy in dustwrapper. St. Lucia; University of Queensland Press; (1976). ***A facsimile of the First Edition by John Murray, see Spence 28 - variant imprint; Renard 22; Rosove 9.D2. #3945

A$220.00
2 Arago, Jacques. **NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD**, in the Uranie and Physicienne Corvettes, commanded by Captain Freycinet, during the Years 1817, 1818, 1819, and 1820; on a Scientific Expedition undertaken by Order of the French Government. In a Series of Letters to a Friend, by J. Arago, Draughtsman to the Expedition. To which is prefixed, the Report made to the Academy of Sciences, on the General Results of the Expedition. London: Treuttel and Wurtz, Treuttel, Jun. & Richter, 30, Soho-Square. 1823 2 Parts in 1 vol., 4to, Facsimile Edition; Part I, pp. viii, xxxii, 286(last blank); Part II, pp. [ii], 302(last 3 blank); folding map, 25 plates, appendices; original imitation vellum; a fine copy. [Amsterdam; N. Israel; 1971]. ***Bibliotheca Australiana No. 45. Facsimile of the First and Best Edition in English - see Ferguson 885. #2138 A$220.00
3  **Austin, K. A.**  **THE VOYAGE OF THE INVESTIGATOR 1801-1803:** Commander Matthew Flinders, R.N. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 224(last blank); 1 double-page, 3 full-page & 7 other maps, coloured portrait frontispiece, 16 b/w. plates, bibliography, index; original cloth (slightly flecked); a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper; scarce. Adelaide; Rigby Limited; (1954). #11296  

A$135.00
Banks, Sir Joseph: **THE ENDEAVOUR JOURNAL OF JOSEPH BANKS 1768-1771.** Edited by J. C. Beaglehole. 2 vols., med. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xxviii, 476; 5 sketch maps, 10 coloured plates, 6 b/w. plates to Introduction, 40 b/w. plates at end; Vol. II, pp. xvi, [ii], 406; folding map & 3 sketch maps, 6 coloured plates & 40 b/w. plates at end, 5 appendices, index; original cloth; (name of former owner on endpapers); a fine set in slightly worn dustwrappers. (Sydney); The Public Library of New South Wales in association with Angus and Robertson; (1962). ***Beddie 705. Published from the original manuscript in the Mitchell Library, this is the first publication of BANKS’ Complete Journal of COOK’s First Voyage. Most of the illustrations are from paintings and drawings by SYDNEY PARKINSON, who accompanied BANKS as his draughtsman. #21897 **A$650.00**
Banks, Joseph & Solander, Daniel: **CAPTAIN COOK’S FLORILEGIUM.** A selection of engravings from the drawings of plants collected by Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander on Captain Cook’s first voyage to the islands of the Pacific, with accounts of the voyage by Wilfrid Blunt and of the botanical explorations and prints by William T. Stearn. Lion and Unicorn Press 1973. Large imperial folio, First Edition; pp. [ii](half-title, verso blank), very fine engraved frontis. printed from the original 18th Century copper-plate, preceded by leaf of descriptive text, pp. [ii](title, verso colophon), [iv](Contents & List of Plates, last blank), [14](The voyage, including half-title, verso blank), [22](The botanical explorations, last blank, including half-title, verso blank), [4](biblio. & half-title to plates, versos blank). 29 very fine plates printed from the original 18th Century copper-plates, each preceded by a leaf of descriptive text, pp. [4] (Index to plates, verso colophon & limitation note, last 2 blank); list of subscribers to the standard edition loosely inserted; finely hand-bound by Zaehnsdorf in half Nigerian goatskin with Japanese silk paper sides (the edges of the latter just beginning to fray, as often), and French grooves; enclosed in the original felt-lined black buckram Solander box (the box slightly marked); a fine copy; very scarce. [London]; Lion and Unicorn Press; 1973.

***Edition limited to 100 numbered standard copies of which this is number 94, and ten special copies, with an additional 12 plates. Both text and plates were printed on Crisbrooke handmade paper by J. Barcham Green. The text was handset by Alfred Page and printed by Harold Greenway and Michael Perry at the Royal College of Art. The plates were printed by Thomas Ross & Son, London and by Michael Rand of the Royal College of Art from the original copper-plates engraved for Joseph Banks and held in the British Museum (Natural History). The captions for the plates and the accompanying text by William T. Stearn and Daniel Solander are printed in different colours to identify the different regions from which the specimens came. Thirteen of the plates are of plants from Australia, eight from New Zealand, four from the Society Islands, three from Brazil and two from Java. Prior to the publication of this work, none of the original copper-plates had ever been published as engravings, although pulls had been made from some of the plates so that they could be reproduced by lithography for Hooker’s Flora Antarctica and other works as well as some 320 of the total 738 plates which were reproduced in 1900 also by lithography. For this project great care was taken to print from the plates in the original manner intended and to do justice to the fine original eighteenth-century engraving by printing with inks of appropriate richness to the highest standards of copperplate printing. Great difficulties were experienced with the ink and the project, commenced in 1962, was not finally completed until 1974 but the result is magnificent. An account of the travails of production is given in the accompanying book (see below). The work was oversubscribed before publication and of the 100 standard copies nearly half were subscribed by institutional libraries.***

A$15,500.00
6  Beaglehole, J. C.  **THE EXPLORATION OF THE PACIFIC.**  Second Edition; pp. xvi, 412(last blank); 4 folding maps with explorers’ routes in colour, bibliography, index; original cloth (slightly marked; new endpapers); a very good copy; scarce. London; Adam & Charles Black; 1947. ***The Pioneer Histories, Edited by V. T. Harlow, D.Litt., and J. A. Williamson, D.Lit. See Holmes 146 (First Edition of 1934); Beddie 444. #1847  

A$120.00
7 Beaglehole, Professor J. C. The Annual Lecture. The Eva G. R. Taylor Memorial Lecture. SOME PROBLEMS OF COOK’S BIOGRAPHER [drop title]. Roy. 8vo (approx.); pp. 365-382; notes; original wrappers. [London]; Reprinted from The Mariner’s Mirror, Vol. 55, No. 4; 1969. #8755

A$35.00
8 Beaglehole, J. C.  THE LIFE OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK.
Thick med 8vo, First Edition (but see below); pp. xii, 760; 1 folding & 4 full-page maps, 4 coloured & 40 b/w. plates, bibliography, index; original buckram, gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society/Adam & Charles Black; 1974. ***A curious hybrid issue, with The Hakluyt Society imprint on title-page, bound in the blue cloth of The Hakluyt Society issue, but with the imprint A. & C. Black in gilt at foot of spine and The Hakluyt Society title, author and volume details on upper spine covered by a black cloth label lettered in gilt with the appropriate Adam & Charles Black title and author details. The dustwrapper is the regular Adam & Charles Black one, complete with price (£7.00) at foot of front flap. #19358 A$245.00
9  **Bligh, Lieutenant William:**  *A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEA*, undertaken by Command of His Majesty, for the purpose of conveying the Bread-Fruit Tree to the West Indies, in His Majesty’s Ship the Bounty, commanded by Lieutenant William Bligh. Including an Account of the Mutiny on Board the said Ship, and the Subsequent Voyage of Part of the Crew, in the Ship’s Boat, From Tofoa, one of the Friendly Islands, to Timor, a Dutch Settlement in the East Indies. The Whole illustrated with Charts, etc. Published by Permission of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. Demy 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], [x], 264; portrait of Bligh, folding plan & section of the Bounty, folding copy of draught from which the Bounty was Built, 3 folding & 1 full-page charts, 1 plate; original cloth (front board very slightly marked); a fine copy. Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1969. ***Australiana Facsimile Editions No. 121 (1244 copies printed including a 1970 reprint). Facsimile of the First Edition, London, George Nicol, M.DCC.XCII [1792] - see Ferguson 125. #97  A$275.00
10 **Borchgrevink**, C. E.; Commander of the Expedition. **FIRST ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT:** Being an Account of the British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900. First Edition; pp. xvi, 336(last 3 blank), 32(adv); 3 folding tinted maps, 19 full-page plates (including photogravure portrait frontispiece), 178 photos. in text, appendices, index; original blue cloth, lettered in gilt on spine and front board, with fine gilt illustration of the Author standing on the Antarctic on spine, and superb gilt and silver illustration on front board; top edge gilt, others uncut; (spine ends & joints a little worn); a very good, generally clean copy; very scarce. London; George Newnes, Limited; 1901. ***Spence 151; Renard 152; Rosove 45.A1. Inscribed on half-title to John Cumpston (Antarctic historian) from Carl Straubel, 1952. #11215 A$2200.00
11 Brennan, Michael G.; Editor. THE TRAVEL DIARY OF ROBERT BARGRAVE, LEVANT MERCHANT (1647-1656).
Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xx, 288; 17 figures, 5 genealogical charts, bibliography, index; original cloth, gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1999. ***Third Series, No. 3, the third of a fine new series in slightly larger format than Series I & II. #63375
A$75.00

#66163  

A$85.00
13 Bryce, Graham. "THE SKETCHBOOK OF HMS ENDEAVOUR." 4to, First Edition; pp. 80; 33 full-page illustrations, glossary, bibliography; original slick pictorial papered boards; portions of dustwrapper loosely inserted (reproducing the boards, but including biographical information from the flaps); a fine copy; scarce. Sydney; Collins; (1983). ***With Geoffrey Ingleton's bookplate. An attractive, intelligent book for children, comprising extracts from Cook's journals with commentary by the author illustrated by his fine sketches. #19212

A$35.00
14 Byrd, Richard Evelyn. **FLIEGER ÜBER DEM SECHSTEN ERDTEIL.** Meine Südpolexpedition 1928/30. Mit 75 Abbildungen und 2 Karten. First Edition in German; pp. 280; 2 maps (1 double-page), 47 plates, index; original cloth; a very good copy. Leipzig; F. A. Brockhaus; 1931. ***German edition of “Little America”. #8921

A$35.00
15 Cameron, Hector Charles. *SIR JOSEPH BANKS*. Second Edition; pp. xx, 344(last 3 blank); 9 plates, 7 appendices, notes on Banks’ correspondence, chronology, references, index; original cloth; a very good copy in dustwrapper; scarce. (Sydney); Angus and Robertson; (1966). #34837

A$85.00
16 Campbell, E. M. J. [and others]; Editors. **IMAGO MUNDI.**
The Journal of the International Society for the History of Cartography. Volumes 27-32 complete, 4to; No. 27, pp. 120, [8] (adv.); 11 illustrations, bibliography; No. 28, pp. 160(last 11 adv.); 48 illustrations, 2 tables, bibliography; No. 29, pp. 128(last 10 adv.); 3 maps, 27 illustrations, bibliography; No. 30, pp. 144(last 12 adv.); coloured frontispiece, 38 plates & illustrations, bibliography, index; No. 31, pp. 144(last 11 adv.); 41 maps & illustrations, bibliography, index; No. 32, pp. 144(last 11 adv.); 31 illustrations, 6 tables, bibliography, index; (a few light pencilled lines & annotations in a couple of volumes); original cloth; scarce. Lympne Castle, Kent; Imago Mundi Ltd.; 1975-80. ***The journal contains a wealth of interesting and useful information on the history of cartography by many illustrious authors. #18287
A$135.00
17  Colwell, Max.  **THE VOYAGES OF MATTHEW FLINDERS.**
Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. 152(last blank); numerous maps (some
double-page & full-page), lavishly illustrated with full-page coloured
& b/w. plates & other illustrations, index; original papered boards;
a very good copy in dustwrapper.  Sydney; Paul Hamlyn; (1970).
#5253
A$75.00
SIXTEEN ANTARCTIC PHOTOS BY HERBERT PONTING

18  Conrad, Joseph.  GEOGRAPHY AND SOME EXPLORERS.  Super roy. 8vo; pp. 239-274; map, 28 photos. (mostly full-page, including 16 of the Antarctic by Herbert G. Ponting, & one by Frank Hurley of Torres Strait); plain wrappers.  Washington; extracted from The National Geographic Magazine, March; 1924.  #46888  A$40.00
19 Cook, Captain James: **AN ACCOUNT OF A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD**, with a Full Account of the Voyage of the Endeavour in the year MDCCLXX along the East Coast of Australia by Lieutenant James Cook, Commander of his Majesty’s Bark Endeavour. Compiled by D. Warrington Evans. Illustrated with a variety of Cuts and Charts relative to the country discovered. 4to; Facsimile Edition; pp. xxx, [481]-661 (i.e., pp. xxxi-ccxi), ccxii-ccxvi (including list of persons who left England in the Endeavour, and those who died on the voyage - totalling 38); portrait of Cook, large folding chart, 3 smaller folding charts, 2 folding plates; original papered boards, gilt; a fine copy in original colour-printed pictorial cloth slipcase (slightly marked); scarce. Brisbane; W. R. Smith & Paterson Pty. Ltd. [& others]; MCMLXIX [1969]. ***Comprising a facsimile of the portion of Hawkesworth’s edition of Cook’s first voyage dealing with the Australian coast (Book III, Chapters I-IX), together with modern introduction and a re-setting of various tables of personnel, etc. #23432

A$185.00
20 Cordingly, David; Editor. **CAPT. JAMES COOK.** Navigator. The achievements of Captain James Cook as a seaman, navigator and surveyor. 4to, Second Edition; pp. 112; many numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations & maps, bibliography; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. London; Published by the National Maritime Museum in association with Campbell Publishing, Sydney; (1990). #18369  A$30.00
21  Coxe, William. **TRAVELS IN SWITZERLAND**, and in the Country of the Grisons: In a series of letters to William Melmoth, Esq. from William Coxe, M.A. F.R.S. F.A.S. Rector of Bemerton; Member of the Imperial Oeconomical Society of St. Petersburgh, of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Copenhagen, and Chaplain to His Grace the Duke of Marlborough. In three volumes. The Second Edition. 3 vols., Second Edition; Vol. I, pp. xiv, 410; very large folding map (a couple of minor tears at folds), 2 plates; Vol. II, [iv], iv, 432(last blank); folding map, 3 plates (2 folding); Vol. III, pp. xii, 420, [28](last blank); appendix, index; full contemporary calf (rebacked, with original backstrips preserved); a very good set. London; Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand; 1791. ***The third volume contains a detailed list of the fauna of Switzerland. Coxe’s travels were first published in 1779 under the title “Sketches of the natural, civil and political state of Switzerland” and published under this new title, illustrated for the first time, in 1789. Formerly a curate at Denham, near Uxbridge, Coxe became tutor to the eldest son of the Duke of Marlborough, and two years later undertook his travels through Switzerland in the capacity of travelling tutor to the son of the Earl of Pembroke. Coxe is credited with being the first to apply notions of the “Picturesque” to Switzerland, and with being one of the first to write in such a way as to open the country up to touristic possibilities (see Abbey). #12295  A$450.00
22 Crawfurd, John. *Journal of an Embassy to the Courts of Siam and Cochín China.* With an Introduction by David K. Wyatt. Cr. 4to, facsimile edition; pp. [viii], viii, 598; double-page view as frontispiece, large folding map, 3 other maps & plans, 11 other plates, 11 illustrations in text, appendix; original slick illustrated boards; a fine copy. Singapore; Oxford University Press; 1987. #32041

A$145.00
23  **Dampier, William. ** *A NEW VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD.*  
With an Introduction by Sir Albert Gray. Cr. 4to; First Edition under 
this editorship; pp. xl, 376, [4](colophon, last 3 blank); 3 folding 
& 1 full-page charts, portrait, reproduction of title-pages to First 
Edition & the edition of 1729 (from which this edition is taken), and 
reproduction of a page of Dampier’s MS. Journal, index; original quarter 
vellum, buckram sides; entirely uncut; a nice copy; scarce. London; 
The Argonaut Press; 1927.  ***Edition limited to 975 numbered copies 
on Japon Vellum. **Sir Albert Gray’s Introduction includes a resume of 
Dampier’s career, both before and after his voyages, and there is a very 
valuable preface by N. M. Penzer giving bibliographical information on 
the various early editions of Dampier’s voyages.  #6500  A$350.00
24  Dampier, William.  **A NEW VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD.**  
With an Introduction by Sir Albert Gray.  Cr. 4to, Facsimile Edition;  
pp. xl, 376; 3 folding & 1 full-page charts, portrait, reproduction of  
title-page to First Edition & of page of Dampier’s MS.  Journal, index  
of persons, places & ships; original vinyl; a fine copy.  [Amsterdam;  
N. Israel; 1970].  ***A facsimile of the Argonaut Press limited edition  
of 1927.  Sir Albert Gray’s Introduction includes a resume of Dampier’s  
career, both before and after his voyages, and there is a very valuable  
preface by N. M. Penzer giving bibliographical information on the various  
early editions of Dampier’s voyages.  #18384  

A$95.00

A$95.00
26  **Darwin, Charles.** *The Illustrated Origin of Species.*
Abridged and Introduced by Richard E. Leakey. Consultants W. F. Bynum [and] J. A. Barrett. Post 4to, First Paperback Edition (in this form); pp. 240; geological chart on endpaper, several maps, numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations, figures, and diagrams, glossary, list of further reading, index; original stiff pictorial wrappers; a very good copy. London; Faber and Faber; (1980). ***A useful abridgement from the sixth edition, with informative illustrations, and a good introduction by Leakey. #66428  
A$25.00
27  **de Prado y Tovar**, Captain Don Diego:  **NEW LIGHT ON THE DISCOVERY OF AUSTRALIA** as revealed by the Journal of Captain Don Diego de Prado y Tovar.  Edited by Henry M. Stevens, with Annotated Translations from the Spanish by G. F. Barwick.  Demy 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 262, [2](adv.); 5 maps (4 folding, 2 in pocket of rear board), 2 facsimiles of the original MS. Journal, notes, appendices, index; top edge gilt; others uncut; original dark red cloth, gilt; (slight damage to spine; front board a little marked; some foxing); a very good copy; scarce.  London; Henry Stevens, Son and Stiles; MDCCCCXXX [1930].  ***This work was simultaneously issued by the Hakluyt Society and was never before published in any language.  One of the large folding charts contains reproductions of the four maps by DE PRADO Y TOVAR and the Journal reveals “that after the departure of Quiros the office of Chief of the Expedition had devolved upon Prado under sealed orders opened at the Island of Espiritu Santo, and that Torres was thereafter merely acting as navigating Captain ....”  #2268  A$195.00
28  Dunmore, John. **PACIFIC EXPLORER:** The Life of Jean Francois de La Perouse 1741-1788. First Edition; pp. 318, [2](blank); 8 full-page maps, 26 plates, notes to each chapter, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Palmerston North); Dunmore Press; (1985). ***Including substantial notice of La Perouse’s military and naval exploits in the American War and elsewhere.***

#8988

A$135.00
29  **Fisher, Margery & James. SHACKLETON.** Drawings by W. E. How who served with the “Endurance” Expedition. First Edition; pp. xvi, 560(last blank); 8 maps & plans (including double endpaper maps and 2 double-page text maps), 48 plates, 4 full-page & 28 other text illustrations including several facsimiles of original documents, (26 illustrations by W. E. How, who served on the Endurance Expedition); 6 appendices, including chronology, references & bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy. (London); Barrie; (1957). ***Spence 460. Death notice of Shackleton’s only daughter, Cecily, tipped onto half-title with pencilled annotation by one who attended the memorial service beneath. #4014  

A$135.00
30 Foster, Sir William; Editor. **THE TRAVELS OF JOHN SANDERSON IN THE LEVANT 1584-1602.** With his Autobiography and Selections from his Correspondence. Facsimile Edition; pp. [iii]-xliv (as issued), 322; 5 maps (3 full-page), 5 illustrations, 3 appendices, index; original buckram; a fine copy. Nendeln/Liechtenstein; Kraus Reprint Limited; 1967. ***First published by the Hakluyt Society in 1931, Second Series, No. 67. ** #34108 **A$65.00**
31 Foster, William; Editor. **THE VOYAGE OF THOMAS BEST TO THE EAST INDIES, 1612-14.** Facsimile Edition; pp. lvi, 316, [2](blank); several maps, index; original cloth. (New Delhi); Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd.; (1997). ***First published by The Hakluyt Society, 1943, Second Series, No. LXXXVIII.***

#35697

A$35.00
32 Fricker, Dr. Karl. Bibliothek der Landerkunde, herausgegeben von Alfred Kirchoff und Rudolf Fitzner, Band I. ANTARKTIS. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], viii, 230, [8] (adv.); coloured folding map, 8 plates, numerous text illustrations & a few maps, index; original decorated half cloth, limp boards; uncut; (upper corner cut from front board; internally fine and clean); a very good copy; scarce. Berlin; Schall & Grund; 1898. ***Spence 484; Rosove 143. A1. #36042 A$165.00
33  Frost, Alan.  **THE PRECARIOUS LIFE OF JAMES MARIO MATRA.** Voyager with Cook. American Loyalist. Servant of Empire. With the assistance of Isabel Moutinho. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xiv, 266(last blank); 12 plates (including several maps), notes, sources, bibliography, index; original canvas; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Carlton, Melbourne); The Miegunyah Press; (1995).  ***Number Six in the second numbered Miegunyah Press series: 1000 copies were printed. Using his letters and a probing biographical narrative, Frost builds up a picture of Matra, an important, but little-known figure in Australian history. An enigmatic American who sailed with Cook, Matra (who changed his name from Magra) was the first (in 1771) to have published a major book on the “Endeavour” voyage, and strove to found a colony in New South Wales for dispossessed American loyalists, only to end his days as Consul at Tangier.  #48600  A$70.00
34  Fryer, John.  **A NEW ACCOUNT OF EAST INDIA AND PERSIA.**  Being Nine Years’ Travels 1672-1681. Edited with Notes and an Introduction by William Crooke.  3 vols., Facsimile Edition; Vol. I, pp. xlii, 354(last blank); 2 maps, 5 plates (2 folding) & facsimile of title-page of original edition of 1698; Vol. II, pp. viii, 374(last 3 blank); full-page map; Vol. III, pp. x, 274(last 3 blank); folding plate, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good set in dustwrappers.  New Delhi; Asian Educational Services; 1992.  ***A rather crudely produced facsimile of The Hakluyt Society edition of 1909; first published in 1698.  #32342  A$50.00
Galton, Francis; F.R.G.S. THE ART OF TRAVEL; or, Shifts and Contrivances available in Wild Countries. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with many additional woodcuts. Cr. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. xii, 248(last blank), 32(adv., dated February, 1857); numerous text illustrations, index; original cloth (soiled & a little worn; lacking front endpaper; some foxing & minor soiling); a very good copy; rare. London: John Murray; 1856. ***First published in the previous year; a number of later editions followed, up to the eighth of 1893, the fifth being the last with any new material. All original editions are rare. Charmingly written and full of practical information: “Mounting an ox is usually a troublesome business, on account of his horns. To make oxen quiet and tame, scratch their back and tails—they dearly love it—and hold salt in your hands for them to lick. They soon learn their names, and come to be caressed when called.” #65681  A$450.00
36 Giles, Ernest. **AUSTRALIA TWICE TRAVERSED:** The Romance of Exploration, Being a Narrative Compiled from the Journals of Five Exploring Expeditions into and through Central South Australia, and Western Australia, from 1872 to 1876. 2 vols., Facsimile Edition; Vol. I, pp. lx, 322(last 2 blank); 3 folding maps, 22 illustrations (11 full-page), index; Vol. II, pp. xii, 364(last blank); 3 folding maps, 23 illustrations (10 full-page), appendix, index; original illustrated papered boards; (slight offsetting of a few pp. in Vol. I); a fine set. No modern imprint [Sydney; Doubleday Australia; N.D. 1979]. ***Originally published 1889; see Ferguson 9914. #5027 A$295.00
37  Grey, Edward.  **THE TRAVELS OF PIETRO DELLA VALLE IN INDIA.**  From the Old English Translation of 1664, by G. Havers.  In two volumes.  Edited, with a Life of the Author, an Introduction and Notes.  2 vols., Facsimile Edition; Vol. I, pp. [viii], iv, lvi, 192; portrait frontispiece, 2 folding maps; Vol. II, pp. xii, [193]-454; portrait frontispiece, index; original cloth; a very good set.  New Delhi; Asian Educational Services; 1991.  ***First published by The Hakluyt Society in 1892.  #27776  A$45.00
38 Guarmani, Carlo. **NORTHERN NAJD.** A Journey from Jerusalem to Anaiza in Qasim. Translated from the Italian by Lady Capel-Cure. With introduction and notes by Douglas Carruthers, Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society. 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. xlv, 136(last 2 blank); facsimile title-page (of original Italian edition), 2 maps (1 folding), 7 plates, glossary, bibliography, 17 appendices, index; original vinyl; a fine copy. [Amsterdam; N. Israel; 1971]. ***Argonaut Press No. 16. First published (in this form) in 1938. #9132 **A$85.00**
A$45.00
40 Harrowfield, David L. SLEDGING INTO HISTORY. Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. 120(last blank); 11 maps & figures, 82 coloured illus on 32 plates, 42 b/w. illustrations, 6 appendices containing useful historical data & lists of personnel, bibliography, index; original light blue cloth grained papered boards, spine lettered in white; (boards, endpapers & a couple of leaves slightly soiled); a very good copy in dustwrapper; scarce. (Auckland); Macmillan; (1981). ***An account, with wonderful and revealing photographs, of the work of volunteers repairing, recording and preserving the huts and other relics of early Antarctic exploring expeditions. Renard 660. #2462 A$85.00
41 Haws, Duncan and Hurst, Alex A. **THE MARITIME HISTORY OF THE WORLD.** A Chronological Survey of Maritime Events From 5,000 B.C. until the Present Day, Supplemented by Commentaries. With 203 Illustrations and 31 Maps. 2 vols., med. 4to, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xxvi, 494, [4](blank); 26 maps, 28 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, bibliography; Vol. II, pp. viii, 420; 5 maps, 16 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, index; original cloth, gilt; a fine set in dustwrappers. Brighton; Teredo Books; MCMLXXXV [1985]. ***A marvellously comprehensive reference arranged chronologically. #59381

A$175.00
42  **Henry, Thomas R.**  **THE WHITE CONTINENT.**  The Story of Antarctica. First Edition, Second impression; pp. xii, 260(last 3 blank); map; original quarter cream cloth, blue cloth-grained papered sides, spine lettered in blue; a very good copy in worn, price-clipped dustwrapper. New York; William Sloane Associates, Publishers; (1950). ***Spence 584; Renard 701. “Second Printing” is stated on title-verso. #4032

A$25.00
43 Hibbert, Christopher. **AFRICA EXPLORED.** Europeans in the Dark Continent, 1769-1889. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 336; 16 maps, 24 plates, glossary, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Allen Lane; (1982).

#30822

A$45.00
44 **Hill, Ernestine.** *MY LOVE MUST WAIT.* The Story of Matthew Flinders. Sixth Impression; pp. [vi], 464, [4](Addenda & acknowledgments); original cloth; a very good copy. Sydney; Angus and Robertson Ltd; 1945. ***A fictionalized account based on the facts by a consummate writer.*** #15742  
A$25.00
45 Honnywill, Eleanor. *The Challenge of Antarctica* with a Foreword by Sir Vivian Fuchs. Second Edition (revised & expanded); pp. 128(last blank); 7 maps & 36 illustrations (some full-page), chronological list of expeditions, bibliography, index; original dark green cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Oswestry; Shropshire), Anthony Nelson; (1984). ***First published in 1969. Renard 742. #7585 A$25.00
46 Howgego, Raymond John. **ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXPLORATION 1850 TO 1940.** Continental Exploration. A comprehensive reference guide to the history and literature of exploration, travel and colonization in Africa, Asia, Australia and the Americas from 1850 to the early decades of the twentieth century. Thick demy 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 1048(last blank); numerous bibliogs., index of persons, index of regional articles; original cloth, gilt; multiple marker ribbons; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Potts Point); Hordern House; (2008). **An ESSENTIAL reference for anyone interested in exploration, this fourth and final volume [of factual accounts] of this remarkable work contains about 950 major entries and index entries covering nearly 4000 names of persons noted in the text. The articles cover major expeditions, explorations, and travels from 1850 to 1940. There is extensive biographical information on the travellers themselves as well as their historical background. The text is fully cross-referenced and in addition, each article contains a bibliography of both primary and secondary sources (in many cases quite extensive). Much of the information is here published for the first time in English and there are numerous entries covering obscure persons and expeditions which would be extremely difficult to research without this invaluable tool. Originally published at $295, here offered at a bargain price. #47500 A$175.00**
47  **Johansen, Hjalmar; Lieutenant in the Norwegian Navy. WITH Nansen in the North.** A Record of the Fram Expedition in 1893-96. Translated from the Norwegian by H. L. Braekstad. First Edition in English; pp. viii, 352(last blank); 8(adv.); full-page map & 15 plates printed in green ink, 49 text illusts; entirely uncut in the original gilt-decorated cloth (slightly rubbed); a nice copy; scarce. London; Ward, Lock and Co. Limited; 1899.  ***Arctic Bibliography 8185. In the slightly larger format, with all edges uncut; there is another issue in similar but smaller binding with cut edges.** #3913  A$375.00
48 Landor, A. Henry Savage-. **EVERYWHERE.** The Memoirs of an Explorer. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 588(last blank); 8 maps & diagrams, 22 plates, index; original cloth (a little shaken); a very good copy; scarce. London; T. Fisher Unwin Ltd; (1924). ***Africa, Tibet, Japan, China, Australia, Europe during the first World War, etc. #36502

A$250.00
49 Leahy, Michael J. **EXPLORATIONS INTO HIGHLAND NEW GUINEA.** 1930-1935. Edited by Douglas E. Jones. Foreword by Jane C. Goodale. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 256(last 2 blank); full-page map, several illustrations, index; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Bathurst; Crawford House Press; (1994). ***The diary of the often controversial Leahy, recording his five years spent in the pursuit of gold in the New Guinea highlands, and the human discoveries he made there. Leahy’s encounters with the Highlanders in the 1920s and ‘30s, and his often extraordinary photographs of them provide a broad and rich contribution to world ethnography. #49231 A$95.00
50  **Leichhardt**, Dr. Ludwig.  *JOURNAL OF AN OVERLAND EXPEDITION IN AUSTRALIA*, from Moreton Bay to Port Essington, a distance of upwards of 3000 miles, during the years 1844-1845. Facsimile Edition; pp. xx, 544; 5 plates, 8 illustrations, appendix; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. No Imprint [Sydney; Doubleday; 1980].  ***Originally published in 1847.***

#5011  A$95.00
51 Lloyd, Christopher. **CAPTAIN COOK.** First Edition, Second Impression; pp. 176(last 4 blank); portrait frontispiece, 1 double-page & 1 full-page maps, 3 plates, index; original cloth; a nice copy in defective dustwrapper. London; Faber and Faber Limited; (mcmlvii) [1957]. ***This impression not in Beddie (see 296 for the first impression of 1952). #17830

A$50.00
52 McDonald, Capt. Edwin A.; U.S.N. **EXPLORING ANTARCTICA’S PHANTOM COAST.** Super roy. 8vo; pp. 251-273; 3 maps, 20 coloured photos. (some full-page & double-page); contained in The National Geographic Magazine, February, 1962; complete in original wrappers. Washington; National Geographic Society; 1962. #35971

A$15.00
53  Mack, James D.  **MATTHEW FLINDERS 1774-1814.**  First Edition; pp. xiv, 270; 5 maps, 13 illustrations on 12 plates, 3 appendices, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  (Melbourne); Nelson; 1966.  #5177  A$85.00
54 Marshall, James Stirrat and Marshall, Carrie; Compilers. *PACIFIC VOYAGES*. Selections from Scots Magazine, 1771-1808. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [xiv], 100; endpaper map, several illustrations (1 coloured); original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Portland; Oregon, Binfords & Mort, Publishers; 1960. ***Including Cook, La Perouse, William Bligh, the Nootka Sound Controversy, etc. ***

#53480

A$65.00
AN ESSENTIAL BOOK IN ANY MARITIME LIBRARY

55  Parkin, Ray.  **H. M. BARK ENDEAVOUR.**  Her place in Australian History.  With an Account of her Construction, Crew and Equipment and a Narrative of her Voyage on the East Coast of New Holland in the Year 1770.  With Plans, Charts and Illustrations by the Author.  Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 468; 25 maps, 31 full- & half-page ship drawings and 12 smaller, several sourced from original drawings by Sydney Parkinson, 2 reproductions of original drawings by Parkinson, 15 other illustrations by Ray Parkin (mostly views), notes, bibliography, index; original cloth, gilt; together with, in cloth folding case, 15 detailed ship drawings and plans by Ray Parkin, each 800 by 580 mm., and sourced from original Admiralty drawings supplemented by sketches of Sydney Parkinson, artist on the “Endeavour”; a fine set in cloth slipcase.  (Melbourne); The Miegunyah Press; (1997).  ***First Edition, limited to 1000 copies for sale, and a superior production to any subsequent printings. Number Thirteen in the second Miegunyah Press series. A magnificent production; a long-overdue detailed analysis of Captain James Cook’s ship, fully placed in the context of her time.  #49819  A$450.00
56 Philip, Captain Arthur: **THE VOYAGE OF GOVERNOR PHILLIP TO BOTANY BAY.** First Published in 1789, reprinted, with amendments in 1790. Now reprinted with 7 Charts and 48 Plates including 31 fine coloured plates from the deluxe version of the first edition reproduced at enlarged scale. Melbourne; Edition Renard; MMVII. Folio, Limited Edition; pp. xl, 230; title vignette & 55 plates & charts reproduced from the original copperplate engravings, comprising portraits of Phillip, King, Shortland and Watts, 7 charts, 19 plates of birds, 9 of mammals, 4 of fishes, 1 plant, 4 of aborigines & their artifacts, 1 reptile & 6 views (including Botany Bay & Port Jackson), 4 additional illustrations, appendix containing list of all the convicts who came with the First Fleet, historical and bibliographical notes, additional set of 7 charts folded into pocket in rear board; original full red-burgundy polished morocco, gilt; all edges fully gilt in genuine gold. Melbourne; Edition Renard; 2007. ***Edition limited to 100 numbered copies (of a total of 212 numbered copies). This edition includes 31 coloured plates from the rare deluxe issue of the First Edition. These have never before been republished. All the views and natural history plates are enlarged from the originals to splendid effect. #23916

A$2950.00
57 Rienits, Rex and Thea. **THE VOYAGES OF CAPTAIN COOK.** Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. 160(including endpapers); 4 maps (1 double-page); numerous coloured & b/w. photos; (some full-page & double-page), index; original papered boards, gilt; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Paul Hamlyn; (1968). ***Beddie 324. #5034

A$35.00
Royal Visit to Jamaica: **SOUVENIR OF THE VISIT OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER TO JAMAICA.** 6th March--16th March, 1935. With the compliments of the Colonial Secretary and Members of the Reception Committee. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], 32(last blank); 2 full-page maps, 7 plates, folding Jamaica Government Railway Time Table; original wrappers, ribbon-tied; a fine copy; scarce. No Imprint [Jamaica; Jamaica Government Railway(?)]; 1935. ***With two blank sheets of royal notepaper loosely inserted. Nicely printed by letterpress in brown and green. The Duke was conveyed to Jamaica aboard the cruiser **H.M.A.S. Australia** and a full page is devoted to listing its complement. #28799 A$110.00
59 Rubruck, Friar William: **THE MISSION OF FRIAR WILLIAM OF RUBRUCK.** His Journey to the court of the Great Khan Mongke 1253-1255. Translated by Peter Jackson. Introduction, notes and appendices by Peter Jackson with David Morgan. First Edition; pp. [ii], xvi, 312, [4](blank); 1 double-page & 3 full-page maps, frontispiece; appendices, chronology, bibliography, index; original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1990. ***Hakluyt Society, Second Series No. 173. #41624 A$65.00
60 Seaver, George. **EDWARD WILSON: NATURE-LOVER.** First Edition; pp. xii, 222(last blank), [2](adv.); 15 coloured & 1 b/w. plates, 14 full-page & 35 other drawings by Wilson, index; original blue cloth, gilt illust. on front board, spine lettered in gilt on white label; (some light browning, as often; inscription on endpaper); a very good copy; scarce. London; John Murray; (1937). ***Spence 1082; Renard 1420.***

#4112

A$60.00
61  [Shackleton, E. H.].  **AURORA AUSTRALIS.**  Cr. 4to, Facsimile Edition, New Zealand (=principal) Issue; pp. xxiv(last blank), [184] (last 3 blank); coloured title to facsimile & 11 full-page illustrations; Introduction by Mary Goodwin containing 11 illustrations; original brown cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  Auckland; Seto Publishing; [1988].  ***The endpapers convey a bibliographical falsehood, reproducing the signatures from The Antarctic Book, with two of the signatures moved to fit on the page!  These signatures of course have no immediate connection with Aurora Australis.  This copy is unusual, but similar to one or two others we have seen in that there is a [printed] remnant of the paste-up artist’s markings still remaining on the half-title verso.  See Renard 1440.  #12806  A$65.00
62 Shackleston, Sir Ernest. **SOUTH.** The Story of Shackleton’s Last Expedition 1914-1917. Facsimile Edition; pp. xx, 380; 6 maps in text (1 full-page), 24 full-page plates, 2 appendices, index; original papered boards; (name on endpaper); a very good copy in dustwrapper. (New York); Konecky & Konecky; N.D. [c. 1998]. **A facsimile of the U.S. edition, but with fewer plates.** #63261 A$50.00
63  **Sharp, Andrew. THE DISCOVERY OF AUSTRALIA.** First Edition; pp. xii, 340(last blank); 2 maps (1 folding) & 17 full-page map-plates, bibliography, extensive index; original cloth; (edges, only, stained; otherwise a fine copy in slightly worn & soiled dustwrapper); scarce. Oxford; at the Clarendon Press; 1963. ***An important and useful reference history of Australian coastal discovery to 1839. #43366  A$160.00
64  Simpson, Donald H.; Librarian. **BIOGRAPHY CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY.** Thick demy 4to, First Edition; pp.xxiv, 512; supplementary list, list of abbreviations, index; original buckram; (upper corner bumped, otherwise a fine copy). London; Royal Commonwealth Society; 1961. ***Including many references of Australian natural history, exploration and scientific interest. This volume is supplementary to the four-volume subject index of the Royal Empire Society’s Library. It lists all the Library’s biographical material, books and periodical articles alphabetically under the names of the individuals concerned, with dates and brief descriptions. With an example of the original prospectus loosely inserted. #19889  

A$120.00
65 Solomon, Susan. **THE COLDEST MARCH.** Scott’s Fatal Antarctic Expedition. First Australian Edition; pp. xiv, 384(last blank); 5 maps, 71 illustrations, notes, glossary, bibliography, index; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Melbourne; Melbourne University Press; (2001). #64843

A$55.00
66 Spate, O. H. K.  The Pacific since Magellan, Volume III. PARADISE FOUND AND LOST. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxii, 410; 28 maps (nearly all full-page), 21 plates, notes, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in very slightly worn dustwrapper. (Rushcutters Bay); Australian National University Press, A division of Pergamon Press Australia; (1988). ***Concluding this fine work, this volume gives a chronological overview of the peopling of the Pacific, the subsequent commercial exploitation and final loss of the paradise existing before European imperialism. With, inter alia, much interesting detail on the voyagers, both before and after Cook. #21148 A$110.00
67 Stone, Irving. **THE ORIGIN.** A Biographical Novel of Charles Darwin. Roy. 8vo, First U.K. Edition; pp. 744(last blank); double-page map, select bibliography; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper (spine a little faded). London; Cassell; (1981). ***An important contribution to the literature on Charles Darwin, rounding out the picture of Darwin the man. #47693  

A$25.00
Sturt, Capt. Charles. **TWO EXPEDITIONS INTO THE INTERIOR OF SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA,** during the Years 1828, 1829, 1830, and 1831: With Observations on the Soil, the Climate, and General Resources of the Colony of New South Wales. 2 vols., Facsimile Edition; Vol. I, pp. [ii], lxxx, 222(last three blank); large folding map, 4 plates, 6 appendices; Vol. II, pp. [ii], vi, 272(last blank); full-page map & 7 plates, 2 appendices; original papered boards; a fine set in dustwrappers. [Sydney; Doubleday Australia Pty. Ltd.; 1982].

***Originally published in 1833. #5008

A$175.00
RARE FIRST EDITION — FOLIO, 1890

69 Tietkens, W. H.: South Australia. JOURNAL OF MR. W. H. TIETKEN'S CENTRAL AUSTRALIAN EXPLORING EXPEDITION. Ordered by the House of Assembly to be printed, October 30th, 1890. Journal of the Central Australian Exploring and Prospecting Association's Expedition, 1889, under Command of William Henry Tietkens [Drop title]. F’cap folio, First Edition; pp. 32; folding map showing the route of the expedition & large folding coloured geological sketch showing section of country westward from Mt. Sonder in the Macdonnell Ranges and from Erlduna westward to Lake Macdonald; appendices; binder’s half leather, gilt; a fine copy; very rare. No Imprint [Adelaide; C. E. Bristow, Government Printer; 1890]. ***South Australian Parliamentary Paper No. 111 of 1890. Not in Ferguson, nor in Wantrup; McLaren 16076. Preceding the 8vo edition of 1891, 700 copies were printed, but it is very rarely encountered on the market. The appendices include List of Plants Collected ... by Baron Sir F. von Mueller ... and Professor R. Tate, ... Descriptions of New Species ... [and] Catalogue of Geological Specimens ... described by H. Y. L. Brown. #43244

A$3500.00
70 Vambery, Arminius. **THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF ARMINIUS VAMBERY.** With an Appreciation by Max Nordau. With Seventeen Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], xxiv, 316, [2](blank); 16 plates; original illustrated papered boards; a very good copy. New Delhi; Asian Educational Services; 1998. ***Travels in Turkey, Persia, and Central Asia. #31951

A$35.00
Villiers, Alan. **CAPTAIN COOK, THE SEAMAN’S SEAMAN.**
A study of the great discoverer. Illustrations by Adrian Small, Master Mariner in Sail. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 256; endpaper maps, 7 other maps (including 1 double-page & 5 full-page), 4 plates, 23 text illustrations (including 3 double-page & 2 full-page), appendices, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper; scarce. London; Hodder & Stoughton; (1967). ***Beddie 320. #41058

A$125.00
von Langsdorff, G. H.  **VOYAGES AND TRAVELS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD, DURING THE YEARS 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, and 1807.** VOLUME 2 [ONLY]. 4to, Facsimile Edition; Vol. II, pp. [xiv], 386, [8] (index, last blank); folding map, 5 plates, index; original imitation vellum; a fine copy. [Amsterdam; N. Israel; 1968]. ***This volume two is complete in itself and has the sub-title: Part II containing the Voyage to the Aleutian Islands and North-West Coast of America, and return by land over the North-east parts of Asia, through Siberia, to Petersburgh.***

#18381  
A$25.00
73  Wallace, Colin.  **THE LOST AUSTRALIA OF FRANCOIS PERON.**  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [xiv], vi, 164 (plus 5 unnumbered interleaves), [22] (last 3 blank); 19 maps & illustrations, sources, bibliography, notes, index; original cloth; a fine copy in very slightly worn dustwrapper; scarce.  (London); Nottingham Court Press; (1984).  #5307  

A$165.00
74  Walton, E. W. Kevin.  **TWO YEARS IN THE ANTARCTIC.**
Second Impression; pp. 196(last 2 blank); 2 full-page maps, 3 double-page & 17 full-page plates, 4 text illustrations, index; original blue cloth (spine foxed); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper; scarce.
London; Lutterworth Press; (1955).  #50984       A$75.00
75  Weddell, James.  **A VOYAGE TOWARD THE SOUTH POLE,**
Performed in the Years 1822-24.  Containing an Examination of the
Antarctic Sea (1827).  Facsimile Edition, with a new Introduction by
Sir Vivian Fuchs.  Pp. x, iv, 324; 9 maps (4 folding), double-sided folding
plate of panoramas, 5 full-page plates; 2 full-page figures, appendix;
original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  (Newton Abbot); David
& Charles; (1970).  ***Spence 1250; Renard 1682.  Facsimile of the
#4153  
A$175.00
76  [Whyte, Duncan].  **SKETCH OF EXPLORATIONS BY THE LATE JOHN M’KINLAY IN THE INTERIOR OF AUSTRALIA, 1861-2.**  Being a paper read before the Cowal Society, Oct. 28, 1878, and published at the Request of the Society. [Illustration captioned] M’Kinlay’s Boat on the Alligator River. Any Profits arising from this Publication to be Devoted to the Relief of Widows and Orphans connected with the Society. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 48; wood-engraved portrait as frontispiece, and illust. on title-page as noted above, full-page sketch map of M’Kinlay’s route, & 1 further illust. in text (M’Kinlays monument); original cloth, with gilt title on front board; a very fine, bright copy; very rare. Glasgow; Aird & Coghill; [1881].  ***Ferguson 18514; Wántrup 181. One of the conspicuous rarities of Australian exploration, this interesting work includes a brief account of M’Kinlay’s early life (he was a native of Cowal) and dated extracts from his journals.  #10154

A$7500.00
Worsley, F. A. **SHACKLETON’S BOAT JOURNEY.** Narrative Introduction by Sir Edmund Hillary. First U.S. Edition; pp. 220, [4] (blank); endpaper map, sketch map, 32 plates (included in pagination); original quarter blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt, grey papered sides; a fine copy in dustwrapper (price clipped). New York; W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.; (1977). ***This edition not in Spence; Renard 1736. The work was first published in Hodder & Stoughton’s “Black Jacket Books” series in 1940, preceded by a slightly abbreviated edition (the true first) in 1933. This U.S. Edition is the first to contain the Introduction by Hillary. #9266

A$120.00
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